In today’s age of information-at-your-fingertips, you need to access, process and use the critical information that your business depends on – and you need it now.

It all started with one machine, one process, and one employee. You had direct control over everything in your business, because it all sat in front of you, easily within your reach. Now, you have dozens of processes, hundreds of machines, and just as many employees. You need real-time access to all this information.

How do you keep it all connected? Modern networking technology and the Internet give you the ability to bring it all together and run your business. And Digi’s device servers give you the ability to bring that critical information onto your network, streamlining your operations and increasing your efficiency. Machines, thermostats, drives, bar-code readers, scales – all the essential devices that build your business – can now be network enabled easily with device servers from Digi.

Digi’s device server technology turns a previously isolate device with a serial port into a fully network enabled component. Adding intelligent network connectivity to your devices opens up a whole new world of possibilities, including:

- Remote monitoring and diagnosing
- Easy software upgrades
- Remote configuration and operation via the Internet

Our device server solutions are available in a wide array of versions, including standard serial-to-Ethernet, embedded, extended temperature, wireless, internal modem, industrial and others. We can meet all of your application requirements while providing cost-effective, reliable device networking.